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Shirley Trio Set
For Wednesday
The Clemson Concert Series
of 1966-67 will be ushered in
by the performing of the Don
Shirley Trio on Wednesday at
at8:00 p.m. in the University
Field House.
The highly individual qualities of the trio were demonstrated during the artists' first
four under Columbia Artists
Management, season 1962-63.
Their travels included more
than fifty American cities during the season, and the tour
was considered fully booked,
sold out months in advance.
Since that first tour, seventyplus cities have been entertained
by the Don Shirley Trio each

Roads
Announced
By McNair
Governor Robert McNair
and third district congressman
William Jennings Bryan Dorn
announced here Monday evening that federal funds under
the Appalachian Regional Development act of 1965 had been
approved for the development
of two key access roads in to
the planned Keowee reservoir
area.
The announcement came in
the office of Clemson University president Robert C. Edwards. Both Dorn and McNair
were at the school to participate in a Democratic rally held
in the University field house
later.
Following the press conference, McNair and Dorn joined
the other candidates in the dining hall, where they ate, and
met students. They adjourned
to the quadrangle and shook
more hands.
The Daniel High School band
furnished music and entertainment for the event, and the band
marched with the candidates
and students to the field house,
where the leaders spoke.
The speakers included: Robert McNair, candidate for governor; Ernest Rollings and
Bradley Morrah, candidates
for U. S. Senate; John West,
candidate for lieutenant governor; Cyril Busby, candidate
for state superintendent of education; Grady Patterson, candidate for state treasurer; Dawson Addis, state senator from
Oconee County; and Earle Morris, state Democratic party
chairman.

McNair Speaks

succeeding season.
Don Shirley's admirers range
from classicist Igor Stravinski
to Duke Ellington, high priest
of American music. Shirley cannot easily be categorized as an
interpreter of any specific style
of music.
Don Shirley was born in
Kingston, Jamaica, Jan. 29,
1924. At the age of nine he
studied theory with Mittolovski
at the leningrad Conservatory
of Music. Later he studied with
the famous organist Conrad
Bernier.^and advanced composition with Bernier and Dr.
Thaddeus Jones at the Catholic
University in Washington, D.
C.
Aside from his busy tours
with the Trio, in recent seasons
Don Shirley has made successes
as soloist with the Detroit Symphony, the Minneapolis Symphony, the Cleveland Orchestra, the Boston 'Pops' Orchestra, the National Symphony of Washington, the Cincinnati Symphony, the Hartford Symphony and the NBC
Symphony.
After deserting music to earn
a Ph.D. in psychology, Shirley
was awarded a national grant
to study music-crime relationships.
He first devised a number of
musical arrangements offering
various combinations of keys,
chords, progressions and of
varying dynamics. Next he began performing these arrangements in a small Chicago club,
and with the help of some of
his students studied scientifically the reactions and responses
of the audiences. The public,
unaware it was the subject of
experiment flocked to hear Don
Shirley's exciting new sounds—
"mellow dynamite" one writer
called them.
Don Shirley, musician, soon
found himself playing opposite
Duke Ellington at Basing
Street.
The concert is open to all
with regular seasonal concert
tickets, to all Clemson Students
upon presentation of their I.
D. card, and to all adults and
students elsewhere for $2.50.
The tickets may be purchased
at the door or in the band room
ahead of time.

GOFs Rogers Will
Speak OIL Tuesday
Rally
Sponsored
By YR's

Tigerama Holocaust
Tigerama '66, featuring the fireworks display which has become a trademark of
the all-student variety extravaganza, will be presented tonight at 7:00 pjn. in
Memorial Stadium. Tickets are 49 cents and will be on sale at the gate. For a detailed story see Page 2 in the special section.

Robert Muldrow C ooper
Library Dedication Today

Dedication ceremonies for ceremonies, the library will be
Clemson University's new lib- open to the public.
The massive $3 million library will begin today at 4:30
p.m. in front of the library. rary was named in honor of
Dr. James Oscar Wynn, Vice- the late Robert Muldrow CoopPresident of Olin Foundation,: er of Wisacky, who until his
will deliver the dedication ad- death last year served as a
dress to be followed by the pres- member of the Clemson Board
entation of the library to Dr. of Trustees for 44 years and
Robert C. Edwards by Edgar as President of the Board for
A. Brown, president of the several years until his death.
Mrs. R. M. Cooper, widow of
Clemson Board of Trustees.
President Edwards will then Mr. Cooper, will be one of the
accept and officially dedicate platform guests at the Dedithe library on behalf of the Uni- cation ceremonies.
The Dedication ceremonies
versity.
Following the dedication will begin by the invocation to
be delivered by the Rev. Charles
E. Raynal, minister of the Fort
Hill Presbyterian Church of
Clemson. Following the invocation, Dean of the University
Victory Hurst will introduce
the officials at the ceremony.
President Edwards will then
introduce Dr. Wynn, the guest
$4.50 per couple for either Fri- speaker. Dr. Wynn is a member
By BILL ANDERSON HI
of the firm Wynn, Blattmache,
"Riding For a Fall," dedi- day or Saturday night dances.
cated to the Duke Blue Devils Tickets will be on sale today in and Taylor of New York. A
will be sung tonight by the the Dining Hall and by CDA graduate of the law school of
Georgetown University, Dr.
swinging Tarns, kicking off junior staffers until 1:00 p.m.
Clemson's Homecoming 1966 Also, tickets may be purchased Wynn has received honorary
degrees from Cornell Univerat the door of the dance.
spectacular.
The Tarns and Cavaliers be- sity, Colorado College, BuckImmediately following Tigerama, from 9:00 p.m. until came a well known musical nell University, Lafayette Col1:00 a.m. in the University combination this summer as lege, Worchester Polytechnic InDining Hall, the Cavaliers will they played together numerous stitute, and Clemson Univerback up the Tarns—a combina- times at the Beach Club in sity.
Other platform guests will intion of musical talent known Myrtle Beach, S. C.
clude The Clemson University
throughout the South.
The Tarns' recording of
Saturday night, October "What Kind of Fool" was their Board of Trustees: James F.
15th, from 8:00 p.m. until mid- ticket to stardom and other hits Byrnes, Edgar A. Brown, Patnight, nationally known include "Laugh If Off,""Riding rick N. Calhoun, Robert R.
Smokey Robinson and the Mir- For a Fall,""StandingIn,""Do Coker, L. D. Holmes, E. O.
acles will entertain one of the I Worry," "Close to Me," "You Lightsey, W. Gordon McCobe,
largest dance crowds expected Lied To Your Daddy," "Hey Jr., A. M. Quattlebaum, Paul
in the Dining Hall. Backing the Girl Don't Bother Me," "Why Quattlebaum Jr., and T. K.
Miracles will be Clemson's own Did My Little Girl Cry," and Cribb.
Also, the President of the FacCaravelles.
many others.
ulty Senate J. T. Long; the
Block tickets for both dances
Smokey Robinson, besides
are only $8.00, with prices of being lead singer, writer, and Chairman of the Research Faculty Council A E. Schwartz;
producer of the Miracles' songs and the President of the Extenis vice-president of Motown Rec- sion Senate J. K. Jones.
ords, Inc. Smokey's song writAlso, Vice-Presidents of the
ing genius is illustrated today University, for Development W. ■
in songs sung by the Supremes, W. Bryan; for Student Affairs,
Temptations, Marvelletes, Mar- W. T. Cox; and for Business
vin Gaye, as well as his own and Finance, M. A. Wilson.
group, The Miracles.
Also, President of the AlumA married student replied, "I
Students are asked to leave ni Association Henry Coleman;
think just the fact that they is- all decorations in place until President of the Student Body,
sued I. D. cards to us makes us the end of Saturday night's Daniel A. Speights; Representaware that we are full-fledged dance.
ing Architect W. A. Carlisle;
members of the University, and
that we are being recognized as
such."
Many of the people talked to
were glad of the opportunity to
use some of the on-campus facilities. "I feel we are more apart
of Clemson now for the reason
Senior class officers are work- fice of Student Affairs anthat we can use at least part of
the facilities—especially the lan- ing on plans for a revamped nounced that Senior Day "as
Senior Day, class president you know it" would be disguage lab."
Jim Sutherland said this week. continued. Reasons for the deCol. Claude Thompson, diThe day may be on Friday, cision were listed as complaints
rector of the parellel program, April 14, during the Junior- and a poor percentage of parstated, "I see that this I. D. card Senior dance weekend, Suther- ticipation.
In the past, all of the class's
is making some of our people land said, but plans are not defmoney was spent on the day.
feel more like students of the inite as yet.
Sutherland said his group was
University, instead of outBut the day will differ from
siders." Col. Thompson also the traditional occasions of the thinking of including some sort
of class gift to be presented to
said that many of the students past, he said.
the University on Senior Day.
were not aware of the priviThe senior day plans will
A senior class meeting is beleges which the cards provide.
He explained that the cards will be submitted to student govern- ing planned and seniors are
enable the students at TEC to ment for approval in the near asked to place any suggestions
concerning Senior Day in the
enjoy the same benefits as cam- future.
suggestion box on the Loggia.
pus students.
Earlier this semester, the Of-

CDA Presents
Tarns Tonight

Representing Contractor R. H.
Yeargin; Portrait artist R. B.
Childress; Bust Sculptor A. W.
Davidson; and Director of the
Library J. W. G. Gourlay.

Byrnes Room

By RICHARD BURTON
Tiger Staff Writer
Joseph O. Rogers, Jr., the
Republican candidate for governor of South Carolina, will be
at Clemson on Tuesday to
speak at a rally in Tillman
Hall Auditorium at 7:30 p.m.
Mr. Rogers will arrive at
Clemson on Tuesday at 7:00
p.m. from a speaking engagement atSpartanburg. He will be
greeted by the officers of the
Young Republicans Club upon
his arrival at Clemson.
The rally will last approximately one hour. A reception
is in the planning stage. Musical entertainment starting at
7:15 p.m. will be followed by a
speech by Mr. Rogers at 7:30
p.m.
The speech will be a personal
message from the Republican
Party to Clemson University
students. The main purpose of
the speech will be to give the
students an idea of what the
Republicans of South Carolina
stand for and to acquaint them
with the qualities the Republicans have to offer.
Mr. Rogers has served in the
State House of Representatives
since 1954. During his terms
as representative he has served
as Vice-Chairman of the S. C.
School Committee and also as
a member of the Ways and
Means Committee.
Rogers graduated from the
University of South Carolina
with a law degree in 1950, and
served with the U. S. Army
Engineers from 1943 to 1946.
He is married to the former
Kathleen Brown of Hemingway^ and the Rogers have two
sons and a daughter.
Wendell Shealy, President of
the Young Republicans Club,
said, "The Young Republicans
have put forth much time and
effort in the presentation of this
rally. When we asked Mr.
Rogers to come and speak at
Clemson, he graciously accepted the invitation stating that he
is anxious to meet and talk
with the students of Clemson
University."

The James F. Byrnes room
will be opened to the public for
the first time after dedication
ceremonies at the R. M. Cooper
Library today.
The room contains a bust of
Mr. Byrnes by A. W. Davidson and a portrait by R. B.
Childress. Davidson also
sculpted the Thomas G. Clemson statue in front of Tillman
Hall.
The room will eventually contain the complete collection of
Byrnes' papers, manuscripts,
personal library, and momentoes such as a 1000-year old
sword that was a personal gift
from the king of Saudi Arabia.
The library already has
many of Byrnes' papers from
1930 until 1954. Also to be
placed in the room are the desks
he used in Congress and as governor.
All vehicles parked on WilAdjoining the room is a man- liamson Road must be moved
uscript room, in which his Friday before 12 noon to the
papers will be collected. Both baseball field. This field may
rooms have special heating and be entered from South Carolina
humidity controls.
Highway 93.
The Byrnes Room is to the
Students were asked by Bill
immediate left of the library's McLellan to enter the stadium
main exit. The room will be early to avoid the crowd at
open also on Saturday morn- game time.
ing.

Parking
Changed

HOMECOMING CALENDAR
October 14-15
FRIDAY
4:30 PM Robert M. Cooper Library Dedication,
in front of Library
6:45 PM—Pep Rally, Memorial Stadium
7:00 PM—Tigerama '66, Memorial Stadium
9:00 PM—CDA Dance Featuring Tams and Cavaliers, Dining Hall
SATURDAY
9:00 AM—Homecoming Display Contest Judging
11:00 AM—Poultry Science Club Barbecue, near
Field House
1:15 PM—Clemson-Duke Football Game,
Memorial Stadium
8:00 PM—CDA Dance Featuring Smokey Robinson and the Miracles and the Caravelles

Brozen Of Chicago
Lectures Tuesday
Professor Yale Brozen of the
University of Chicago Graduate School of Business will
present a lecture "In Defense
of Free Markets" at 7:30 p.m.
on Tuesday in the Chemistry
Auditorium.
Dr. Brozen will conduct a
seminar on "The Unemployment Problem" earlier that day.
This moderately technical seminar will be held at 3:00 p.m.
in room 1 of the Physics Building.
"Dr. Brozen is very widely
recognized as an economist of
outstanding competence, but also as an interesting and informative lecturer," stated Dr.
Lewis E. Hill, head of the economics department at Clemson.
The lecturer's visit is being
sponsored jointly by the Department of Industrial Management and the Department
of Economics, as one of the
lectures in the University Lecture Series this fall.
Described by Dr. Hill as
staunchly conservative, Brozen
has earned an international
reputation as a defender of free
enterprise. News Magazine
identified him as one of the top
four economic advisers to former Senator Barry Goldwater
during the 1964 presidential
campaign.
"But Brozen is no mere apologist or popularizer for rightwing causes," commented Dr.
Hill, "rather, he is a respected
professional economist with
deep insights into the economic process and great analytical
skill."
He received his doctorate of
philosophy from the University of Chicago in 1942. Presently at the University of Chicago, he is recognized as a

ID Cards Received
At Greenville TEC
By Dennis Moore
Tiger Correspondent
GREENVILLE — Clemson
freshmen at the Greenville TEC
branch received I. D. cards
Monday.
This week a survey taken for
The Tiger showed that a large
majority of students asked—
88 per cent appreciated the Administration's supplying I. D.
cards.
The reply of one student summed up much of the gratitude
expressed in most of the answers. He stated, "These cards
represent to us our being a part,
of Clemson. Now we don't have
to take Col. Thompson's word
for being a real part of Clemson; now it's not necessary to
get into an argument over
whether we go Clemson or
TEC. We have a card to prove
it. The I. D. cards are a sort of
recognition; we're being recognized for regular Clemson people. This makes me feel much
better than not having anything."

Senior Class Officers
Plan For The Big Day

The Robert Muldrow Cooper Library

representative of the conservative Chicago school of thought.
The conservative economists
were describes by Dr. Hill as
being interested in returning to
the economic philosophy of
laissez faire, advocated in
Adam Smith's Wealth Of Nations in 1776.

Sign Law
Enforced
By Court
Students are opening themselves to possible court action
through the possession of what
appears to be public property,
Attorney General Dick Miley
said this week.
Hall supervisors during their
room inspections will act in the
future to improve the enforcement of this regulation, Miley
said.
Miley said students who now
possess what appears to be illegally held public property
should turn these signs into
their hall supervisors who will
ask no questions about the
property.
The High Court recently convicted a student for the theft
of public signs and possession
of these signs which were displayed in the defendant's room.
In a letter to students this
week, Miley said the court interpreted the possession of
stolen signs to be a violation
under the phrase, "accessories
to the abuse, illegal use, damage, defacement, destruction, or
theft of public, private, or personal property...", in the regulations.
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What A Choice
The State of South Carolina has
successfully managed to make its way
through a primary and is rapidly approaching the November election
without a serious issue having yet appeared.
That fact was painfully driven home
to those who attended Monday's
Democratic rally in the fieldhouse. It
was driven home in the first few minutes and the rally was painful thereafter.
It has so far been established that
both parties are for Motherhood, God
and Country—not necessarily in that
order—and against sin, big government and LBJ.
How are we poor students to make
a choice?
The Democrats are better-looking
and have experience on their side, yet
the Republicans have Strom Thurmond and the catchy slogan of "Had
enuf?"

We have certainly "had enuf" of
politics in South Carolina.
We thought almost anyone would be
better than the nation's ineffectual senator, but after listening to Bradley
Morrah, we wonder.
Morrah's speech was the highlight
of the evening as far as we were concerned. In the opening he attacked the
extremism
and
emotionalism of
Strom's campaign. Then he said he
would like to associate with Russell of
Georgia and Byrd of Virginia, if he
was elected. Then he grabbed the
American flag and said he would follow it wherever it was placed. To top
it all off, he said that HE wouldn't embarrass the ghost of John C. Calhoun
walking on Lake Hartwell.
The Republicans appear to be conservative reactionaries and the Democrats, middle of the road reactionaries.
So you have a choice in this state
at last.
But what a choice.

■
;
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i
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What with thousands of visitors, parents, girls, friends,
alumni, and other lackeys milling around over the Clemson
campus this weekend, you have
an excellent opportunity to exhibit your coolness and earn a
spectacular Cool-Point Ratio.
(In case you've already forgotten how to compute your C.
P. R., refer to Billy Walker's column in the September 23 Tiger).
You'll have to be on the ball
to hold the rugged pace in this
weekend's contest. Competition
will be keen as campus coolsters vie for the title, "Most Cool
Man On Campus." Runners-up
will be awarded consolation
"Gross-Out" prizes, but who
wants to be only Number Two?
For the astute competitor in
the M. C. M. O. C. contest, I
hereby offer Hillside's master

plan for procuring the maximum number of cool points this
weekend. Follow this outline
and you'll be a shoo-in for the
winner's circle.
Get the jump on your competitors by starting out on
Thursday night. Under the cover of darkness, raid your local
head for thirteen rolls of toilet
paper. Then distribute same
about campus, throwing some
out of the A-9 windows so that it
catches in the magnolia trees in
front of the loggia, and drape
the remainder about the shrubs
near Calhoun Mansion. Friday's visitors will no doubt be
impressed by your artwork.
This act nets you 2.69 points.
Your next trick comes early
Friday afternoon, as crowds
begin to arrive. Hook up your
powerful stereo system so that
all speakers are facing out the
windows of your room. Then

put on "Louie, Louie," "Shake
A Tail Feather," and your favorite Red Fox album. You'll
cool guests with your musical
taste. Add another 1.54 points.
The dedication of the Robert
Muldrow Cooper Library later
Friday afternoon provides an
excellent opportunity for cooi
point accumulation. While the
speaker orates to the hushed
crowd in that beautiful setting,
make your move by buzzing
around the library on your
raucously loud motorcycle.
Note the way you can thus
eliminate the serenity of the occasion. This is worth.98points.
Add another .35 if you wear
shades and a black jacket with
an STP sticker on the back.
Better get several hours of
sleep Friday night. You're going to have to go all out to stay
in the race in Saturday's heat-

Student Chuckles About
Pretty Lots, Good Taste
By Robert O'Bryan Moffat

The band was good.
Before the program got underway
the band left. The band was lucky.
The speakers were careful not to say
much about the issues, and were equally careful to distinguish between the
national Democratic party and the
state Democratic Party.
They succeeded on both counts.
They also succeeded in perpetrating
a farce on the campus of an intellectual
institution.

Letters To Tom

Academic Liberty Stolen?
Dear Tom,
The opportunity for students
to choose the professors under
whom they will study is basic
to the concept of academic freedom. To deprive students of information relative to course instructors simply for purposes of
administrative expediency is
clearly a denial of the very
spirit of a university. Regardless of the course of other institutions, it seems an ill-conceived move for Clemson, a
move which should be avoided
at almost any administrative
cost. This instutition should not
fall lock-step into the march of
American universities toward
an assembly-line education.
Fortunately, our course offerings at Clemson have always reflected the rich personality and character of our faculty members. The instructor
is often more important than
the title of the course, and
courses carrying the same title
but taught by different professors are often far from identical
twins. Consequently, the variety and breadth of a Clemson
education has been enhanced
and our graduates have been
given a really unique intellectual experience. To sit apathetically by and fail to protest a
move to destroy one of Clemson's greatest strengths would
be reprehensible. But to allow
without dissent the even more
fundamental concept of academic freedom to be violated for
the ease of some administrative
bureaucracy is unthinkable.
I respectfully urge serious reconsideration of the announcement concerning future published university schedules.
Very sincerely,
Jim Hite
Class of '63

Theatregoers
Dear Tom,
May I correct an apparently
widespread misimpression
about attendance at The
Tempest last Monday evening?
Many people apparently assume that the Shakespeare
plays which the University has
sponsored for the last four
years have played to full houses
because English teachers have
required their students to attend. The facts are otherwise.
Of the approximately 1950
people who saw the play, only
920 (mosUy in English 203)
were required to attend, and a
number of those might well
have been there without persuasion. Last year, when
Romeo and Juliet was presented, only340 of thecapacity audience were required to attend.
In 1964 Hamlet played to
standing room only and over a

hundred latecomers were
turned away for lack of space,
but only 620 were there by requirement. Each year the audience has been made up almost
solely of students, for the University Faculty in general have
been conspicuous by their absence and the occasion is not
advertised or even announced
off campus. It surely appears
that most Clemson students saw
the play because they thought
they would enjoy it. This view,
it seems to me, reflects more
creditably upon the student
body and is certainly supported
by the facts.
Several of the players in the
professional company that presented The Tempest remarked,
incidentally, that the Clemson
audience was one of the most
responsive, as well as the
largest, they have ever played.
They asked that their appreciation be made known.
Very sincerely yours,
H. M. Cox
Department of English

Punishment
Too Harsh?

on campus for this semester.
Fine. Each was placed on probation for the remainder of
the year. Alright. Each was
placed on three weeks room
arrest. Still this is understandable. Justice has been done. It
is the specifications of the sentence that make me blister with
revolt.
Each student was ordered to
take a new room to which he
was assigned and to stay there
by himself the three weeks of
his sentence with absolutely no
visitors (even parents during
homecoming). He is to have
no radio, no phonograph, and
no reading material except that
essential to his academic studies. This is ridiculous. It is sadistic and psychologically unhealthy. What could be the
reason for this harsh sentence
to a life in the barrack's cells
where he must sign out to brush
his teeth or see if his body and
soul are still together? It certainly could not be correction,
for first offenders learn quickly and easily, especially when
homecoming activities of any
sort are off limits.
Two of the three boys in
question told me that they had
flunked several quizzes from
worry over having their trial
postponed three times and finally having it two weeks after the
initial charge. As one of the CU
prisoners who has better than
a 3.0 G. P. R. phrased it, Til
lose my mind and flunk out of
school even if I don't drink anymore." (This was his first bout
with a bottle.) If room arrest
as described above provides
time to study, it also provides
time for the unprepared mind
to crack. The thought is not so
impossible, Tom. It is quite
probable.
This punishment is too
harsh...It is inhuman...It must
be corrected.
(Anyone as disgruntied as I
am over the conditions of room
arrest may come sign a protest
petition in F^415.)
Styles F. Cobb
Class of '69

Dear Tom,
I was recently confounded
and disgusted with the highhanded and unreasonable nature of Clemson's High Court
as well as their ineptness in
civil law. Perhaps Clemson is
an entity in itself, but if national and civil law do not apply to students here SX CU,
the student body should be informed.
The case in point is one concerning three students convicted
of drinking in the dormitory.
Do not mistake me. I am not
condoning or excusing the act,
but when the sentence received
was based purely on circumstantial evidence and on signed
statements by the defendants
which a recent Supreme Court
decision ruled is not sufficient
for conviction, I must speak
out.
Though I think the affair was
marked by legal errors, punishment was indeed in order here.
Yet when I consider the fact Dear Tom,
that none of these students had
Last Saturday the Georgia
ever had any contact with Tech-Mississippi game was cartrouble or its consequences at ried live in color on ABC-TV.
Clemson and then see the ver- This weekend the Clemsondict of our duly elected judges, Duke game here in Clemson
I somehow feel a revolt boil- is being carried live and in
ing inside.
color on T. V. Those who saw
No matter who these students the Tech game were surely imwere or what they had done pressed, as was I, by the color
other than a criminal viola- and the activities of the student
tion, the punishment was too body. I think that we also
stern. I feel the point of justice should give the viewers a worthis being driven home, but in while performance. This weekthis case, it is also being pound- end Clemson goes on stage.
ed into the victim. Each was
I noticed several things about
prohibited from having a car the Tech student section. There

Beat Duke!

Then the day of the Big Game
is an arena unparalleled in

point-grabbing opportunities.
Suggestions for behavior here
are cutting the team, the cheerleaders, the band, and the rats,
or anyone else doing anything
constructive; making periodical exits from your seat 29,
crawling over everyone out to
the aisle, and going to get another mixer; spilling liquor all
over the people around you;
and generally foul-mouthing
around the place. Chalk up
1.83 points.
Conclude the day's activities
by loggia-lounging before the
big dance, snickering at all the
girls that go by. A midnight
raid on the Homecoming displays for souvenirs and general
vandalism is a fitting finale.
Now go down to Nick's and
gloat over a brew, knowing
how you've impressed all our
visitors with the super-coolness
of our campus.

The Open Column

TONIGHT

Success
The political tide is turning in South
Carolina.
It's turning from the absurd to the
ridiculous. But then that's politics—
at least in S. C.
The Daniel High School band and
all the big Democrats were here last
Monday night. The band was good.
The Democrats blasted the Republicans as reactionaries, calling themselves the party of Thomas Jefferson
and Wade Hampton.

ed competition.
Start out by making your appearance on the loggia at the
height of activity there—say
about mid-morning. Attire for
this showing should be (from
bottom to top) old loafers
carved out to make sandals;
scody Bermudas (the colder the
weather, the shorter the Bermudas); a goaty white shirt
with sleeves cut off at elbow
level, leaving a half-inch of
frayed fringe flapping; a dirty
white short-sleeved sweatshirt
with a Syracuse emblem; and a
four'day growth of beard. Proficiency in foul language and
obscene gestures also adds to
the effectiveness of this appearance. Put down 1.75 points and
retire to the dining hall.

BOB KAULAKIS
The name of Sam Langston
hovered above the small university like an epitaph on a
tombstone. Many thought that
Sam had great promise when
he began his college education.
He not only had good grades
in high school, but had participated actively in all important extra-curricular activities.
On his arrival at the campus, he worked solidly at his
were colorful signs with fanciful slogans and people wearing colorful clothing. Rat hats
were in abundance and the rats
seemed to be on T. V. most of
the time. (That is a hint, freshmen.) Let's get a little bit of
that Clemson spirit on T. V.
Beat Duke!
James M. Stepp, Jr.
Class of '67

Mom's Food
Dear Tom,
My Mother is a good cook. I
have always said that she was.
At least, I think she is. I like
her meals—I always have. But
yet since I have eaten her meals,
" I can sincerely compare m
Mom's food against another's
cooking, or against some cooking standard of foodness.
Mom cooks for our family,
foue people. She can give the
food special attention—adding
just the right amount of a spice,
cooking everything just long
enough, etc. Thus, my Mom's
meals illustrate quality, rather
than quantity, preparation.
At home, we generally eat a
balanced meal. A meat, two
vegetables, bread, and a beverage. We don't always have a
salad or a dessert. Everyone
likes the meals—few gripes are
heard about it. One just doesn't
complain about his Mom's
cooking.
However, we are now at
Clemson. Some students talk as
if Mama's cooking is missed

studies first semester, then began to feel his way around
in numerous other areas. He
ran for an office in student
government, was elected, and
began to participate in other
activities; the school newspaper, intermural sports, the
radio station, and various literary society and player
groups. Sam was happy with
his feeling of accomplishment.
As a result of all this activity,
more than Mama. Mama is replaced by the cafeteria—5000
meals rather than four are prepared here. The little extras that
Mom adds are omitted here—
but perhaps I wouldn't enjoy
your Mother's meals.
Yes, the selection is rather
poor in the dining hall. Only a
choice of three meats, three
vegetables, three desserts, and
three beverages. At least, you
can pick the foods that you dislike the least.
Cafeteria food is always cafeteria food. Think back to
high school. Didn't we really
have some gripes about the
food then? It was quite easy
to discover something wrong
with whatever was dumped on
your tray. Students always
complain; they need to complain. So, let's try the cafeteria as a gripe topic. Yes, our
cafeteria staff does need to improve the meals. Also, does not
our cafeteria staff need a fairer
appraisal of its meals by mature Clemson students?
Our CDA has recently received much student criticism.
The success of a dance here at
Clemson chiefly depends upon
the show that is presented by
the entertainers. Thus, more
emphasis should be placed
upon a better performance rather than just a big-name entertainment group. I was quite
disappointed in the PA system.
With so many EE majors on
this campus, why can't someone rectify this problem?
John Settle

his grade-point ratio dropped...
to a 1.6, and he necessarily became fair game for his local
draft board. Sam is now fighting in Viet Nam.
It's a sad story, some will
laugh, the apathetic won't care.
Many should realize the number of Sams and potential Sams
we have here at Clemson.
So many are giving generous
portions of their precious time
to the fight for the everyday
maintenance and the moreconspicious betterment of social
functions at Clemson University. Mentioned must be the even
less obvious development of the
human mind.
A betterment
which few, if any, textbooks
can spark. The catalyst is intellectual discussion with peers.
Through this sharing of
thought, we can abandon or refine our old views, or accept
completely new ones. This
process is oft underrated by
the term used to describe it—
the "bull session."
The potential Sams are
scared. They don't want to
trade Clemson for a bloody
beach in Viet Nam.... Their
only paycheck would be personal satisfaction, which, understandably, is not enough to
buy a man's future, and possibly his life.
Join in the search for some
type of pay, some incentive that
will buy the destruction of student apathy. Does the answer
lie in monetary reimbursement?
Or does it lie in prestige or status
gained through this participation? No, no, it lies on the
supply and demand curve.
These commodities are not recognized or demanded by the
society that surrounds us.
Aren't they important, readers? Aren't they the hours where
compatibility, tolerance, hard
work, and leadership are practiced? But these areas, more
important even than knowledge
of the reign of Ivan the Terrible,
are belittled or overlooked by
the "jet set" of modern society.
»

I have kept my silence in the past on various
"controversial" matters which have come up in The
Tiger, but when suggestions such as the ones Mr.
Yawn made in last week's Tiger and certain actions
of some of our fellow students come to my attention, I cannot help but burst forth in distress.
Therefore, this letter will consist of various topics
beginning with Mr. Yawn's letter of last week.
If ± chuckled at Mr. Yawn's opinion of parking
lots enhancing the beauty of buildings, I went into
hysterics over the suggestion of making Riggs
Field into a parking lot "without destroying trees
or creating an 'ugly' area."Obviously, Riggs Field
is one of the things which holds the campus together, so to speak. To chop it up with asphalt
and parked cars would be to add one more place
of chaos to campus. And as far as not creating
an ugly spot on campus goes—I ask seriously, is
there any parking lot on campus that is not downright ugly? Consider the ones at the new library
and the architecture building. While they are not
unsighfly, to say that they "add" to the beauty of
the buildings is to stretch one's imagination to its
extremes. The parking lot in front of Hardin Hall
is one of the most atrocious eyesores that one can
find on campus with the one behind the new men's
residence halls running a close second. (And do
they add to the beauty of those buildings?) Also,
there are the lots by the Field House, by the Fraternity Barracks and behind the dining hall. (Do
they enhance the beauty of those buildings?)
For once, I agree wholeheartedly with Dean McClure and his reasons for stating that Clemson
would be benefitted by having a "walking campus."
* * *
The other matter which I would like to mention
is simply this: that many Clemson students—too
many—are not trying to develop certain qualities
inherent in good taste. Using the term "good taste"
in a most general manner, it should cause one to
wonder what happened to the "good taste" of those
individuals who complain about facilities at Clemson being unattractive, not as good as those at
other schools, ad infinitum, ad nauseam, and who
turn around in the next minute and do such things
as put their feet on new, upholstered furniture,
tables, and even walls; or who feel that the Dempster Dumpster receptacles should periodically be
burned—for excitement; or that the rubbish chutes
in the new dorms should go up in flames; or that
no drive-way or street is complete unless it has glass
in it; or that every hall needs a good flooding once
in a while; or that woodwork is not complete unless
it has knife marks in it; or that acoustical ceilings
should be fluted with the tips of umbrellas or other
assorted devices used for mutilation purposes; or...
(Continued on page 4)
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Clemson Hosts Blue Devils;
Look For Homecoming Win
By BILL SMITH
Tiger Sports Writer
Tomorrow the Clemson Tigers face the Duke Blue Devils
who are out to avenge the defeat at the hands of the Tigers
at their homecoming last year
by the narrow margin of 3-2.
This year under new head
coach Tom Harp the Blue
Devils are 3-1, losing a squeaker last week to a fired up Maryland team 21-19 for their first
defeat at the season.
Saturday's game will match
Clemson's high scoring offense
against Duke who is leading the
ACC in total defense. The Blue
Devils have been extremely
stingy in letting their opponents
move the ball, allowing an average of 236 yards both in the
air and on the ground per
game. The Blue Devils also lead
the conference in rushing of-

fense and are currently averaging 191 yards per game on the
ground.
To counter this strong Duke
offensive-defensive punch, the
Tigers can rely on their passing
attack which is best in the conference averaging over 207
yards per game through the air.
One of the reasons for Duke's
strong showing this year besides 33 returning lettermen is
their fine offensive backfield
and Dave Dunoway, one of the
best ends in the conference according to Coach Banks McFadden who scouted Duke last
week.
"Their best receiver is Dunoway—he's good at blocking
and he does everything well.
He always lines up wide. He's
fast as lightning and runs the
hundred in about 9.6. Duno-

' Tide Is No. 1
There was a knock on a door
in the Field House early Tuesday morning.
"Yeah! Come in."
"Hey Coach you got a few
minutes."
"Yeah, Son, but why in the
hell do you always come when
we lose. Just like last year. Have
a seat."
HOW WAS THE GAME SATURDAY?
"Buddy you know I never
like to lose, but I was disappointed in the way the boys
played. I thought they'd be
sharper, but they just had a letdown after Georgia Tech.
"It don't matter how we
played though cause wewould've gotten beat. They've got one
of the best college teams I've
ever seen, and son, they are
mighty fast. Those boys down
there just live football."
DID THEY DO ANYTHING
YOU DID NOT EXPECT?
"Naw, they ran everything we
knew they'd run, but they're so
good at everything. They can
throw the ball, run around end,
run up the middle and play defense. Those boys are always
hustling too."
Dm YOU EVER TRY THE
SCREEN PASS AFTER THE
ONE TIME IT FAILED?
"No, buddy, I don't believe
we did, but I guess we should
have. You know that's the only
bad play Alabama made except for the kick-offs. McGee
was wide open over there on
the side and he had three Mockers and the goal line ahead of
him.
"But that's just one of those
things. You make 'em some
times and sometimes you don't.
We were only losing by nine

points at the time, so it could
have made a lot of difference."
WHY HAVE YOU BEEN SO
SUCCESSFUL ON KICKOFF RETURNS?
"Look here fella, we got some
good fast boys returning those
things. We never had speed like
that before and Liberatore or
Jackson or Gore can find that
little daylight and shoot
through there.
"Liberatore almost went all
the way on that opening kickoff, but I didn't put him back
there anymore. You see he was
playing defense all day so he'd
be tired for those kick-offs."
IS BEAR BRYANT REALLY A BEAR?
"No he's an old country boy
like me. Back when he was a
youngster in Fordyce he needed
some money and there was a
fair in town. One of the shows
was a bear wrestling contest
for five dollars so he fought it
and got the nickname."
DO YOU THINK STABLER
IS A BETTER QUARTERBACK THAN KING?
"Son, that Stabler is in a class
all by himself. He can run and
throw the ball. Last year he
wasn't as good, but then he
didn't have to be as good last
year. That second string quarterback they've got, Trimble,
is almost as good as Stabler."

way is also a fine punter and
averaged about 44 yards a
kick last week against Maryland."
Duke's number one quarterback Todd Orvald will not play
against Clemson because of a
shoulder injury, but the Blue
Devils' number two man Al
Woodall is as good a quarterback and a better passer than
Orvald. Woodall has thrown 32
times and completed 23 including a touchdown against Maryland last week for a completion
average of around 73 percent.
With Woodall at quarterback
the Tigers are expecting a lot
of passes to be in the air.
^
Duke's running backs are two
baby bulls who hit hard and
both weigh close to 200. Fullback Jay Calabrese and tailback Jake Devonshire are currently second and fourth in the
conference in rushing. Calabrese has rolled up 269 yards
for a 3.4 average. Devonshire
has rushed for 239 yards in
71 carries for a 3.5 average.
At wingback the Blue Devils
have Frank Ryan, who doesn't
run as much as Calabrese and
Devonshire but is averaging
almost 6 yards a carry. At tight
end is Henley Carter, a fine receiver and a good blocker. Between the four backs and Dunoway Duke has an explosive
and dangerous backfield.
Anchoring the defensive line
is Bob Matheson who is in on
almost every tackle, according
to McFadden. He weighs 230
and also kicks off and handles
Duke's extra points. An all con-

Many Items
for the
Student's
Needs

ference player, Matheson has
been picked on several ailAmerican pre-season teams.
Matheson, along with Mike
Shasby are co-captains of this
year's team. Shasby, along
with Art Vann and Joe Bussey
team up to form a tough pass
defense.
The Duke defensive team is
loaded with experience and is
composed of five seniors, five
juniors, and one sophomore.
They play basically a 5-4 or
6-3 and have made the going
rough on opposing offenses so
far this year.
Duke's team was summed up
by Coach McFadden who said,
"Duke makes very few mistakes
and are quick to take advantage of other teams' miscues. They are well-coached
and execute their plays great.
We are looking forward to a
hard-hitting game tomorrow."

Attention
Freshman basketball practice will begin Monday, October 17. All interested in making the team, come to the field
house Monday night at 7 p.m.
Bring tennis shoes and be ready
to work. Coach Jim Brennanis
in charge.
Intramural football practice
will begin Monday, October 17.
Coach Wilhelm, in charge of the
system, says it is now too late
to enter a team in the competition. Over 30 teams will be
represented.

MERCK'S
HARDWARE
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—Life Magazine
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Features Start
1:15 -2:50-4:25
6:00 - 7:45 - 9:30

Osteen Theatre
Baron Blasts The Bear

Anderson, S. C.
WED.-OCT. 19th

Baron Blasts The Bear—Clemson coach Frank Howard exposes his chrome dome
as he swats Alabama coach Bear Bryant in one of the lighter moments following the
Tide's 26-0 victory over the Tigers. Bryanf s bodyguard gets a laugh from the Baron's
antics. (Photo by Bill Osteen)

Yamaha & BSA
Motorcycles
SALES & SERVICE

FLEET, Inc.
1012 Poinsett Hwy.
Greenville, S. C.

Outstanding Career Opportunity
Four billion dollar life insurance company seeking young Clemson graduate to work on campus.

THE TIGER

Excellent training and financing program.

Contact Warren B. Langston, C.L.U., Southwestern Life Insurance Company, P. O. Box 1394,
Greenville, South Carolina.

Tel. 232-6775.

(Sponsored by Anderson
Little Theatre's Fine
Film Series)

Pants
Coats
Sweat Shirts

Clemson-UNC Football Weekend
Dance

JUDGE KELLER

presenting

Downtown

Clemson

Electrical
Mechanical
Industrial
Engineers
Interviews will be eonducted on October 17, for
the purpose of discussing
job opportunities with a
fast growing, investor-owned, electric utility located
on Florida's West Coast.
Good advancement opportunities. See job placement
center bulletin for interview time and place.

TAMPA ELECTRIC
COMPANY
TAMPA, FLORIDA

8:00 P.M. until Midnight
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1966

Doug Clark
and the screaming

HOT

NUTS

AT THE
S. C. NATIONAL GUARD ARMORY
CLEMSON, S. C.
ADMISSION:

$2.00 Per Person

Downtown Clemson

HOW DOES DUKE LOOK
FOR SATURDAY?
"They're big, strong, tough
and sort of slow. But we always play best against a team
like that. They try to run right
over you and they've got a
good passing attack. Both of
their quarterbacks are hurt
right now. We shov' . se in good
shape but we do n :s Ruffner's
blocking. Ithinkwe'llbeokay."

GM
HMMOI EXCELLENCE

This is Camaro,
buckets and all.

Before
and
After
Take her to

SHONEY'S
ROCK HILL, S. C.

10% Discount with a
Clemson or Winthrop ID Card

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
IN TEXTILES

Camaro Sport Coupe with style trim group you can add.

All standard —Strato-bucket seats. Carpeting.
Rich vinyl upholstery. A 140-hp Six or a
big-car V8 (210 hp!), depending on model.
New safety features like dual master cylinder
brake system with warning light.

WITH

COLLINS-AIKMAN
ON-CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
OCTOBER 18 & 19, 1966
One of America's leading textile
firms, Collins & Aikman, offers
formal career training in:
MARKETING

MANUFACTURING

ADMINISTRATION

RESEARCH

Whatever else you went, ask for!
Camaro Rally Sport—Pull the
switch "on" and headlights appear
at each end of the full-width
grille. You also get special exterior
trim and RS emblems. Then order
the Custom Interior, something
else again.

Command Performance
CHEVROLET

CONTACT PLACEMENT OFFICE
TO ARRANGE YOUR INTERVIEW
Collins & Aikman career brochures, annual
reports, available at the Placement Office.

Camaro SS 350—Besides Camaro's
biggest V8 (295 hp!). SS 350
comes with a scoop-styled hood,
bold striping around grille, big,
fat red stripe tires. Add Rally Sport
equipment, too. Camaro's your
idea of a car!

Camaro

the Chevrolet you've beeo waiting for
Everything new that could happen...happened'f Now at your Chevrolet dealer'sl

The handsewn* look and brogues
are in. So is City Club!
In class, on campus, in the grandstand,
making the scene, CITY CLUB comes
across with the right answers . . . right
here. Wear the #handsewn-front
TRUJUNS ($15-$ 18) or the bold longwing brogue ($16-$25). They're great.

CITY CLUB
)E5

FOR

rvt e fSJ

®

Fedder's Fashion Shop
Easier, S. C.

Carolina Cash Co.
Spartanburg, S. C.

C B. Forrest & Son
Saluda. S. C

INTERNATIONAL SHOE COMPANY, ST. LOUIS
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Garden State Ten Captures
Intramual Softball Crown

By JERRY JEBAILY
Intramural Softball entered
its last week on Monday. Two
games were played on Monday
with the winners meeting two
different teams on Tuesday.
The winners of Tuesday's
games then played each other
on Wednesday for the intramural title.
On Monday, Delta Kappa
Alpha's undefeated and defending intramural championship
team played the also unbeaten
Newtonian Society.
Ken Gardner, Randy Mahaffey, and Jim Sutherland are
some of the more familiar players for DKA. Captain Claude
Cooper, batting a .667, played
shortstop for DKA. The game
was close for the first four innings, as the .750 hitting of Bob
Prochaska and the fielding of
Gerald Thompson kept the
Newtonian Society within 2
runs. However, the 3 for 4

showing of Claude Cooper, including 2 home runs, plus the
pitching of Randy Mahaffey
put the stopper on the Newtonian Society in the later innings. Both teams turned in
double plays. Jake "Cool
Breese "Thompson also had
2 home runs for DKA in their
19-9 victory.
However, the Newtonian Society had one consolation. They
were the only team to have a
cheerleader and a female at
that. Her name was Amelia
Nichols, a graduate instructor
in math.
For their victory Monday, the
Garden State Ten outlasted the
Baptist Student Union 9-2. On
Tuesday, this same team beat
the
University Apartment
Blacks 14-1, enabling them to
play on Wednesday in the
finals. Also on Tuesday, DKA
played the Scuba Club and

May Grads
Order Your
Senior Rings

trounced them 25-8.
Thus DKA was in the finals
against the Garden State Ten.
Wednesday came, and there
was a large turnout to watch
the final game. After the first
two innings, DKA had the edge
3-0 on a hit by Karl Sachsenmaier with the bases loaded. Nevertheless, the pitching
of Randy Mahaffey couldn't
control the strong hitting at-

Column

(Continued from page 2)
Buildings
at
C1 e m s o n,
among other things, are getting
nicer every year and those that
we have could have been nicer
today had not students of the
past felt that they should truly
make their marks in the world
and therefore proceeded to commence marking the nearest
door frame!
Let's try to keep our buildings—even the old ones—indeed, our whole campus, in topnotch condition. And, perhaps,
in doing so, maybe can develop a taste for aesthetics. And
please, NO parking lots on
Riggs Field!

Oconee Theatre
SENECA, S. C.
Phone 882-8116
Friday al 3, 5, 7 & 9
Sat. Afternoon - 2:30, 4:30

"THE TRAIN"
Burt Lancaster
Sal. Nile al 6:45 & 9:00
Mon.-Wed. al 7 & 9

"BOY, DID I GET A
WRONG NUMBER"

tack of GST.
Mike Fulmer
knocked in the third and the goahead fourth run for the Garden State Ten. Mike also had
a triple in the last inning to
complete his fine day at the
plate. Roger Sherman, captain
of GST,
as well as Everett
Thorsland went 3 for 3 with
Thorsland knocking in the two
"insurance" runs with a double.
Both teams had many excellent
plays in the field including a
double play for each.
Claude Cooper, captain of
DKA, had another good day at
tne plate going J lor a, Dut
the Garden State Ten won the
game 9-3.

Tiger Frosh Lose To Wake Forest
An alert defense that repelled
two Cub threats and picked off
a pass for a 42-yard score
proved the difference as the
Wake Forest Baby Deacs edged
by the Clemson Cubs 14-0 last
Friday.
Wake Forest's Gary Willard
intercepted a Charlie Water's
pass on the Cubs' 42 and raced
down the sidelines with 9:08 left
in the first half for the Deaclets
first score.
The Deacons' second score
came as fullback Ron Zurewicz broke through the middle
of the Clemson line and dashed
47 yards on the next to last
play of the game.
Clemson
made several
threats which all fizzled out
deep in Wake territory. In the
first quarter the Cubs marched

from the Deaclets 47 to the five
only to be stopped on downs.
Quarterback Charlie Waters led
the drive with two long runs.
Except for the interception
for a touchdown most of the
first half was played on Wake
Forest's part of the field. The
baby Deacs never generated a
drive of any consequence, although they led 7-0.
Both teams failed to get their
offensive machine rolling in the
last two periods. Clemson, twice
led by Waters, drove deep into
Wake territory only to see the
ball go over on downs. The
Deaclets never displayed a real
offense until the last few plays
of the game which culminated
in the final six pointer.
Defensively the Cubs seemed
able to contain Wake's potent
running attack as they held

them to 155 yards total rushing. Zurewicz led the Deaclets
with 99 yards, half of that coming on his scoring run. Halfback Bob Leavitt backed Zurewicz up with 42 yards. Wake
Forest showed little passing attack as three quarterbacks combined for two completions out of
twelve attempts for ten yards.
The Cubs were led by signal
caller Waters as he picked up
94 yards in seventeen attempts.
Tailback Joel Whitsel carried
eighteen times for 42 yards. In
the air Waters was off his mark
as he completed five of fourteen
tosses for 44 yards. Overall the
Baby Tigers outgained Wake
235 to 165 yards.
Clemson's record is now 0-2.
Their next game will be October
21 against the South Carolina
Biddies in Columbia.

Here we are coming to about
the halfway mark of the 1966
football season and there have
been a number of surprises to
everyone but me. Everyone's
formula for picking the winners
seems to have gone awry this
weekend.
I have been hounded for
years by millions of people to
tell my magic formula and for
years I have refused. But now
I have decided I should not allow everyone to remain ignorant so here is my secret.
First, I would tell you the results of last week's picks but the
pony express reported Indian
uprisings and the scores have
not come through yet.
Now to my perfect formula.
First I see where the game
is played and how far a team
must travel. If the distance exceeded 300 miles I divide by six;
but if it is less, I divide by two.
Then I check to see where the
team is staying and whether
the hotel uses Dial soap or not.
Next check the records for
how the teams have done in
the past; and if the visitors
hold the edge add two. But if
the home team has the upper
hand add only nine. Then take
this total and divide the number
of players on the starting eleven
into it and subtract three for a
correction factor. At this point
take a ten minute coffee break.
Ten minutes later return and
check weather conditions for the
game. If one team comes from
a warm climate and the game
temperature will be cool, give
them 25 points.
Now talk to the officials and
see how much they're being
paid. If they make $50 a game
or more, I offer them a $200
bonus which I take out of my
weekly paycheck for writing
this column. Then, I give the
team with the least points on
previous computations a
$5000 incentive. Finally, I tell
the other team that the game is
fixed and pick them because
they'll be made as hell.

With this I have my prognostications for October 15 prepared. One of the major games
of major importance to very,
very, few fans takes place in
the "Deep South." Cincinnati
23, Toolain 7—the Bearcats
will sail over the Green Wave
with their eight deep secondary.
In less important games:
Ohio State 36, Michigan State
25—Gary Cairn's toe should
provide the difference with his
twelve field goals.
The computer shows North
Carolina 5, Notre Dame4. The
Tar Heel defense should strike
out the Irish's Terry Hanratty.
Wake Forest 23, USC 22.
The Deacons should win out
by a handshake. Kansas State
18, Nebraska 6. The Cornhuskers
run into trouble
against the Wildcats string of
19 straight losses and Ossie
.Cain. K. State has held its
opponents to only 86 points
in four games and seem ready
to move now.
Other big games show:
N. C. State 17, Florida 13.
W. Virginia 22, Maryland 6.
Penn State 10, UCLA 0.
California 33, W'ington 28.

Just Arrived
Genuine Shell
Cordovan

Tassal Loafer
by
Phi Bates

$28.95
waiters & hillman
campus shop
downtown clemson

Bob Hope, Phyllis Diller

Before October 20th.

Thurs., Fri., Sat. Afternoon

"THE MAN CALLED
FLINTSTONE"

LYNCH DRUG COMPANY
Your Walgreen Agency in
Downtown Clemson

Cartoon Feature
Sal. Nile

L. C. MARTIN DRUG CO.

"What Did You Do In
The War, Daddy"
Dick Shawn, James Coburn

Degree Candidates in:
Engineering, Chemistry

Headquarters for
DRUG AND SUNDRY NEEDS

Meet the Man
from Monsanto
Oct. 17 -

Best Record Selection
in town
at discount prices
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Sign up now for an interview at your placement office.
This year Monsanto will have many openings
for graduates at all degree levels. Fine positions
are open all over the country with America's
Hrd largest chemical company. And we"re still
growing. Sales have quadrupled in the last 10
years ... in everything from plasticizers to
farm chemicals: from nuclear sources and
chemical fibers to electronic instruments. Meet
the Man from Monsanto —he has the facts
about a fine future.

Monsanto
TAPES - RECORD PLAYERS
An Equal Opportunity Employer

HARPER'S 5 & 10
Harper's Sells It For Less

2000 A. D. is just around the corner.
Where do you figure you'll be then?
Come the year 2000, you'll be about
to retire, for one thing. Will you look
back on your career with satisfaction? Or with second thoughts? It'll
depend a lot on how you begin your
career. And where.
At G.E. you get off to a fast start.
Big responsibilities come early.
You may find yourself at Cape

Kennedy, checking out the Apollo
moon shot. In India, installing a nuclear power plant. Or in a laboratory, looking for applications for a
new silicone membrane that lets a
submerged man breathe oxygen directly from the water around him.
This is a worldwide company
that's helping to change the world.

And that's changing with it. Well
over half of the 250,000 products
General Electric makes today didn't
exist ten years ago!
If you think you have what it takes
to play a key role in one of the important fields of your time, talk to
the man from General Electric.
We'll make our first 2000 together.

THINKING OF
BUYING A
NI0T0RSC00TER?
THINK ABOUT THIS!
A MONEY-SAVER: when you
buy it... when you drive it.
A FUN IDEA: try one!

Tfogress /s Our Most Important r°roefvct

GENERALHELECTRIC

BLAKELY'S SALES AND SERVICE
3141 N. Pleasantburg Dr.

Greenville, S. C.

We Service and Sell Vespa

Don't just sit there,
Wallace Middendorp.
Make a noise. Or drink
Sprite, the
noisy soft
drink.
What did you do
when Joe (Boxcar)
Brkczpmluj was
kicked off the
football team just
because he flunked
six out of four of
his majors? What
did you do, Wallace
Middendorp?
And when the
school newspaper's
editors resigned in
protest because The Chancellor wouldn't allow the
publication of certain salacious portions of
"Night In a Girl's Dormitory"
you just sat, didn't you?
You've made a mockery of your
life, Wallace Middendorp!
You're a vegetable.
Protest, Wallace Middendorp.
Take a stand. Make a noise!
Or drink Sprite, the noisy soft
drink.
Open a bottle of Sprite at
the next campus speak-out. Let
it fizz and bubble to the
masses.
Let its lusty carbonation
echo through the halls of ivy.
Let its tart, tingling
exuberance infect the crowd
with excitement.
Do these things, Wallace
Middendorp. Do these things,
SPRTTE. SO TART
and what big corporation is
AND TINGLING.
going to hire you?
WE JUST COULDN'T
KEEP IT OUIET.
„.,„„.„„,„„,„,..„.-...
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Tiger Line Cites 'Bama
As Smooth Grid Machine

THE

TIGER
By KEITH LOVE
Sports Editor
The year is 1963.
You're on your way to class early in October
when you pass a newstand. Your eyes seethe bold
headlines of a morning paper—Dodgers Sweep
Yankees Four Straight in World Series.
Reading inside you find that the reason for this
unusual outcome is attributed to two factors. The
first factor is that the Yankees just couldn't hit.
Their famous run-scoring machine never, got off
the ground.
The Yankees looked sick.
Reading further you discover that the Dodger
pitching staff, led by Sandy Koufax and Don Drysdale, is unbeatable. They're simply great, say the
sports writers. They can beat anybody.
Most of the writers agree that the Yankee dynasty
has ended and that a new diamond powerhouse
has risen in the sprawling city of Los Angeles.
The word is out. Watch out world, the Dodgers are
coming through.
The year is 1966.
Again, you are on your way to class and you
pass a newstand in early October. The headlines
catch your eyes again: Orioles Sweep Dodgers
Four Straight In World Series.
The Dodgers just couldn't hit says the full page
spread on the 1966 World Series. Their flashy hitand-run attack sputtered, if it ever got started.
The Dodgers looked sick.
Another explanation meets your eyes—"Oriole
pitching is just too much for Dodgers; the Oriole
hurlers are unbeatable. They can stop anybody."
On the other side of the page is the clincher.
"Dodger pitching just didn't have it. Koufax and
Drysdale were ineffective, erratic and just plain
pooped out."

Coach Howard Weighs Less on Alabama Scales

Soccer Team Plays Duke Eleven
By DOUG FERNANDEZ
The Clemson University Soccer Team faces a strong Duke
Blue Devil team that is dominated by English and Scottish
players at 1:30 p.m. Sunday in
the track field. The Tigers lost
their first game to Georgia
Tech.
Coaches Kenney and Chisman noted that Duke would be
one of the strongest teams that
the Tigers would face this season. The Blue Devils' offense
will feature extremely fast wings
and a tall center forward. Thendefense will have big backs who
are very adept at tackling.
Duke's play will be very similar to that of Georgia Tech's.
The wings will bring the ball
down the far sides of the field
and then try to cross it to then-

center forward. He can then
easily head the ball into goal
past the defense because of his
great height.
Clemson has switched from
the Italian style of play back to
the classic for this game. The
Italian style features two roving
and pivoting center halfbacks
and the traditional or classic
style has the five man offensive
line.
Kenney explained that with
the classic the Tigers will have
the insides come back and cut
off the wings at midfield with
the help of the halfbacks. At
the all important halfback positions wiil be Captain Frank
Schmidt at center half, either
Claude Garret or Bob Castles
at left half, and Dick Schroeder
at right half.

"The Tigers offensive line will
try to work the ball up the middle or have the wings and halfbacks lob shots to Dikran
"Turk" Ornekian, the Tiger's
center forward," Chisman
stated.

By PHIL DELLINGER
The Tigers, who went to Tuscaloosa with visions of upset
in their minds, found the going
rough and fell before the'Bama
Tide 26-0.
Butch Sursavage, Tiger defensive end had plenty of praise
for the Tide who amassed over
330 yards against the Tigers.
"Kelley, Alabama's fullback,
ran extremely well, and Stabler,
who I consider much better than
King of Ga. Tech, could do
nothing wrong. The desire of
the Alabama team was unbelievable, as was evidenced by
their second and third effort.
Although our pass rush was not
as good as against Tech, I think
that Alabama had good pass
blocking."
Concerning the Tiger's defensive efforts, Butch said, "I
thought our pursuit and hitting
was good, and if we had not
missed so many tackles, we
would have made a much better showing."

The Tiger offense, although
moving the ball very well, never could muster strength for
that touchdown punch and was
held scoreless by the Alabama
defense.
Wayne Mass, offensive tackle,
was full of praise for Needle
(Jimmy Addison), Tiger quarterback. "Needle did a fine job
of calling the game, especially
with his shoulder hurt," Wayne
said. He also said that Charley
Hook did a fine job at fullback. He commented that the
line gave good pass protection
for Needle.
Wayne added, "We played
good against Virginia, superb
against Georgia Tech, but there
was a letdown somewhere
against Alabama. They had
some breaks, and ley made
some breaks."
"We're ready for the Duke
game this weekend, especially
since we'll be back at home,
back in the conference, and
hungry for a victory. We will

Anyone can

GOOF.

With Eaton's Corrasable Bond Typewriter Paper, you
can erase that goof without a trace.

Not a telltale smudge remains. A special surface permits quick and easy erasing with an ordinary pencil
eraser. For perfect papers every time, get Corrasable.
In light, medium, heavy weights and Onion Skin. In
handy 100-sheet packets and 500-sheet ream boxes.
At Stationery Departments.

CLEMSON SHOE SERVICE

miss Bo (Bo Ruffner) however. "
Mike Facciola, offensive
guard for the Tigers, had the
following to say concerning the
Alabama game. "I found myself favoring my hand, wnicn
bothered me very much, in the
first half. I had lost 9 pounds
in the infirmary previous to the
game and was weak. Gary Arthur, my second half replacement, did an excellent job.
"Alabama showed very quick
reactions after blocks and
played for breaks and utlized
them. They were like a machine. "

TO COLOR LIGHT OIL PHOTOGRAPHS FOR
STUDENTS
Reasonable — Studio Quality
PHOTOGRAPHS LIGHT OIL

Call 646-3628

P. O. Box 146, La France. S. C.

CARL FRETZ
(B.S.Ch.E.) of the
Bethlehem Steel Loop
Course knows where the
action is. He faces new
challenges daily as an
experimental engineer
in the Metallurgical
Department of our
Bethlehem, Pa., Plant.

Look
Your
Best
FOR

Join the action.
First step: pick up
a copy of "Careers
with Bethlehem Steel
and the Loop Course"
at your placement
office. Then sign up
for a campus interview.
Our 1967 Loop Class
has openings for technical
and non-technical graduates
(and post-grads) for
careers in steel operations,
research, sales, mining,
accounting, and other
activities.

HOMECOMING
WEEKEND

Drysdale opened the 1966 Series, was bombed in
the second inning by the Robinson boys and left
the game. The next day, Koufax, the man who had
beaten the Yankees twice in 1963, was blasted by
the Orioles, 6-0.
Then after the Dodgers dropped the third game,
Dodger Don came on again as the last hope for
Los Angeles.
Jk>
But Drysdale irfade one mistake. It was a high
fastball. On the receiving end of that high, fast
one was Frank Robinson, the first triple crown
winner in 10 years. Everybody knows what triple
crown winners do with high fastballs.
So what is the story now? Is the Dodger dynasty
in ruins? Are Koufax and Drysdale washed up?
Don't bet on it.

Have Your Hair
Styled
and

Razor Cut

The Villager

An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

Barber Shop

Kay's Shop

BETHLEHEM
STEEL BtTHfe
STEEL

(In front of Dan's)

Downtown Clemson

at

James'

Downtown Clemson

Hush
Puppies
BRAND

CASUALS

BY WOLVERINE

Only Eaton makes Corrasable.®
Copyright

• Wolverine Shoe and Tanning Corporation • Rockford, Michigan

EATON PAPER CORPORATION, PITTSFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS

Does LSD In Sugar Cubes

£*«l?SS

Does Spoil The Taste Of Coffee????
FIVE LEVELS
OF
CONSCIOUSNESS
EXPANSION ,

88

is** -

about LSD by

Dr. Timothy Leary, Ph. D.
RECORDED LIVE AT THE CASTALIA FOUNDATION-DR. LEARY'S CENTER FOR RESEARCH
ON CONSCIOUSNESS-EXPANDING DRUGS.
SEND $3.00 PER RECORD CHECK OR MONEY ORDERS ONLY.

WE PAY POSTAGE!

PIXIE RECORDS, INC.
1619 BROADWAY, ROOM 602
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10019

Come have a close look at Humble — the company that provides more petroleum energy to this nation than any other domestic oil company — the one
that's literally No. 1 —America's Leading Energy Company!

You can always take a smaller job. But only now.. .when you are just starting
... are there so many opportunities for a lifetime career with No. 1.

NAME ...
(PLEASE PRINT)

Why not try us on for size — make a date with your placement office for an

ADDRESS
MONO - LONG PLAYING
(33 1/3 rpm)

Come see how you fit in with the company that gives your career all the room
in the world to grow.

We need B.B.A.'s and Liberal Arts graduates for a variety of marketing and
accounting assignments. Since our work includes oil and gas exploration,
production, manufacturing, transportation and marketing — and the management of all these — we offer exceptional opportunities for you to grow.

SEND ME
COPIES OF DR. TIMOTHY LEARY'S LP RECORDING ON LSD
ENCLOSED IS A CHECK OR MONEY ORDER FOR $

TO:

Page 5

interview! HUMBLE
CITY

STATE

ZIP.

OIL & REFINING COMPANY.. .THE PEOPLE WHO "PUT A TIGER IN YOUR TANK*!"
A PLANS FOR PROGRESS COMPANY AND AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
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Campus News Briefs

Parking
Change
Passed

New Look Jabberwocky Opens Tonight

From a twenty-minute student senate session Monday
night came two bills and two
resolutions. The resolutions
called for suspension of tomorrow's classes and a change in
the "walkingcampus,"whilethe
bills dealt with curriculum
changes and listing of professors with courses in the schedule
booklet.
Bill A. Johnson, sophomore
senator and a member of the
Academic Affairs Committee,
presented a bill allowing for the
complete suspension of classes
on football Saturday of Homecoming weekend. The bill was
passes unanimously and copies
are being sent to President Edwards and Dean Cox for final
approval.
Don Shelley's Academic Affairs Committee presented a bill
calling for the listing of professors and courses in the semester schedule booklet and a
revised list to be placed in the
Tillman Hall bulletin board
two days before registration begins. The bill passed.
Junior senator Chuck Whitney presented a bill, unani
mously passed by the senate,
calling for a new method of
selection of alternates to the
South Carolina State Student
Legislature in Columbia. The
bill states that the order of
delegates will be three from the
student senate, one from the
executive branch, and one from
the judiciary branch until all
alternates have been ranked.

CD A Homecoming
Headlining the CDA Homecoming Dance tonight from
8 p.m. to 1 a.m. in the Dining Hall will be the Tarns backed
up by the Cavaliers. For complete details see the story on
Page 1.
student government shall be
responsible for taking a poll
of the effectiveness of curricula.
The Traffic and Grounds
Committee, under chairman
Bob Ward, presented a resolution calling for the banning of
traffic through the central campus during these time periods:
Monday through Friday—
7:55-8;05 a.m.; 11:55 a.m.12:05 p.m.; 12:55-1:05 p.m.
3:55-4:05 p.m.; and Saturday
—7:55-8:05 a.m.; 11:55 a.m.12:05 p.m., 1:55-1:05 p.m.

The Resolution passed.
General Affairs Committee
Chairman Gordon Edgin reported that foreign coeds who
will remain on campus over the
Christmas holidays will have
accommodations in the Clemson House. The schoolwillpay
$1.50 out of the total $2.50
fee for their residence there.
The General Affairs Committee also reported that the bottle
problem in the Canteen has
been solved, and the Canteen
will now sell bottle drinks for
12 cents and keep the bottle.

Jabberwocky, Un Petit is the
new coffee house entertainment
center on campus. The grand
opening is tpnight, with two
shows at 9:00 p.m. and 11:00
p.m. Located under Dan's
Sandwich Shop in the Jub-Jub
room, the Un Petit will feature
two fine shows each Friday
evening.
Miss Vickie Mattise from
Camden, the vocalist star of
Tigerama, will appear with her
accompanist, Mr. Sam Brice,
at 9:00 and 11:00 on Friday.
Also included in the two 45minute shows will be Bud and
Marshall from Charleston, who
will play and sing a variety of
popular hits and sing-alongs.
They have appeared on television, radio, and stage in the
Charleston area.
The Jabberwocky, Un Petit is
run by Clemson University students and will be recognized by
Student Government. Joe
Ruzicka is president of the organization, and he can be contacted in B-909 or by calling
654-9914.
ANDERSON FINE
FILM FESTIVAL
On October 19, 1966, the Anderson Little Theater Guild will
launch the first annual Fine
Film Festival at the Osteen
Theater, Anderson, S. C.
The inaugural attraction of
the Film Festival will be the film
version of Golding's Lord of
the Flies. This film, produced
in authentic settings with a cast
of English school children, has
won international acclaim.
The film will be shown on
Wednesday, October 19, at the
Osteen Theater, North Main
Street, Anderson. Show times
will be 1:15, 2:50, 4:25, 6:00,

7:45, 9:30, and all seats will
be priced at one dollar. Group
reservations may be made in
advance by writing the Anderson Little Theater Guild, P. O.
Box 413, Anderson, S. C,
29621.
MEAL HOURS CHANGED
Due to Homecoming Activities, the following changes will
be made in meal hours:
Friday Supper-4:45-6:30.
Saturday Breakfast — 7:008:15.
Saturday Lunch — 10:4512:45.
All other weekend meals will
be served during the regular
meal hours.
RING ORDERS
Thursday, October 20, will be
the last day that May graduates may order their rings
without single order charges.
Ring orders may be placed at
L. C. Martin Drug Store.

CORSAGE SALE
The Arnold Air Society and
Angel Flight will sponsor a
corsage sale on the Loggia and
in the dorms starting at 9:00
a.m. tomorrow.
Each corsage consisting of
either a purple or yellow mum
will be $1.25.
CLEMSON
AUTHOR'S STORY
Robert Sorrells, Clemson
University's writer - in - residence, has a story, "Charley
Billy" appearing in Southern
Writing of the Sixties, edited by
Miller Williams and W. S. Corrington, and published by the
LSU Press.
Prices of this book are $7.50
for the clothbound edition and
$2.95 for the paperbound edit-

CONTINUING EDUCATION
Forty-two courses covering a
wide variety of subjects in the
fields of history, psychology,
science and business, English
and foreign languages, home
and garden, and recreation,
will be offered by the Clemson
Area Continuing Education
Center this winter.
Classes will be held at Clemson University on the six consecutive Tuesday evenings of
February 14, 21, and 28, and
March 7, 14, and 21, 1967.
A descriptive brochure detailing courses to be offered, teachers, places, and times of classes and registration procedure
will be distributed in early January.

SERGEANT WILLIAMS
HONORED
Clemson University's Army
ROTC Brigade paraded in review on Bowman Field yesterday in honor of Sergeant Jerry
H. Williams of Walhalla, and
Captain Richard D. James of
the Clemson Army ROTC Staff.
During the review, Mrs. Williams received the Purple Heart
medal for her husband, who received wounds in action resulting in his death in Viet Nam,
June 24, 1966.
Captain James was presented
the Bronze Star and Air Medal
for outstanding service in connection with operations against
a hostile force during the period
June 1965 to June 1966.

Monday, October 17, at 8:00
p.m. in the basement of the MS
Building.
Jack Reed, a senior E. E.
major from Charleston will present a talk on single side-band
transmission.
Future plans include participation in the ARRL Sweepstakes Contest, a high-frequency moon bounce, and installation of radio-teletype
equipment.
All interested students are invited to attend the meeting on
Monday night. A social hour
will be held after the business
meeting and speaker.
CHEM E. WIVES
The Chem. E. Wives will meet
Tuesday, October 18, at the
home of Mrs. R. C. Harshman, 125 Holly Ave. The program will be on "Red Cross In
The Home".
The Chem. E. Wives will hold
a bakesale in front of Martin's
Drug Store today. It will begin
in the morning and will last
until everything is sold.
TIE SALE
Hand-sewn ties and scarves
will be sold on Saturday, October 15 in the Rudolph Lee
Gallery of the School of Architecture from noon until 1:30 p.
m. by the Wives' Auxiliary of
the Clemson Student Chapter of
the American Institute of Architecture.

GATES OF PARIS
The foreign language film
series will present the French
movie "Gates of Paris" Monday at 7 and 9 p.m. in the
Civil Engineering Auditorium.
Admission is free.
The movie is a comedy and
depicts the picturesque citizens
of the Paris faubourgs. The
film will have English subtitles.

Freshman
Results
Fred Morris, an E. E. major
from Atlanta, Georgia, was
elected freshman class president
in the runoff on September 22.
Gary Clary, a history major
from Gaffney, copped the frosh
vice-presidency, and John Settle, a pre-med major from Columbia, was elected treasurer of
the freshman class.
Morris, who faced Alex Miller, a C. E. major from Bennettsville, slightly edged Miller
with a 324 to 308 vote.
Clary defeated Pope Johnson,
an English major from Newberry, with a 2 to 1 vote of
408 to 201, and John Settle
edged Pat Mansfield, an education major from Columbia,
with 40 votes in a 334 to 294
count.

AMATEUR RADIO CLUB
The Amateur Radio Club will
hold its regular meeting on

© VOLKSWAGEN OF

The curricula evaluation bill
was passed with a change stating that the executive branch of

0*S
PEPSI-COLA

CAREERS
IN STEEL
BETHSHEM
STEEL

Our representative
will be on campus

NOV. 7
to interview undergraduate
and graduate candidates for
Bethlehem's '67 Loop Course
—our highly regarded
management training
program
OPPORTUNITIES are
available in steel plant operations, sales, research, mining, accounting, and other
activities.
DEGREES required are
mechanical, metallurgical,
electrical, chemical, industrial, civil, mining, and
other engineering specialties; also chemistry, physics, mathematics, business
administration, accounting
and liberal arts.
If you would like to discuss
your career interest with a
Bethlehem representative,
see your placement officer
to arrange for an interview
appointment.
An Equal Opportunity
Employer in the Plans for
Progress Program

BETHLEHEM
STEEL

Introducing two of the most radical changes
in Volkswagen history.
Can you spot them?
Did you notice that the headlights are vertical
now instead of leaning back a bit? That doesn't
make the car look any better. But it makes the
road look better by making the lights a little
brighter.
And that little hump in the back? We did that
to hold the license plate up straight so the police
can read it better. (Sorry.)
What you won't notice without driving the new
model are the big improvements.
The engine has been enlarged to a ferocious
53 horsepower. That only adds 3 m.p.h. to the top
speed. Because we put most of the additional
power where it would make the engine accelerate faster, turn slower and last even longer.
Now that the VW is getting to be such a hot
car, we put in a couple of things to slow it down.
Dual brakes.
The front wheel brakes are completely independent of the rear wheel brakes. So if you ever
lost the front wheel brakes, you could still stop
the back of the car. (Which automatically stops
the front of the car too.)
The new VW also has seat belts, backup lights
and recessed door handles as standard equipment. In fact, this year we made so many changes
on the Volkswagen that we thought we'd better
make one more.
We wrote "Volkswagen" on the back of the
car to be sure everybody would know what it was.

Frank Myers Motors, Inc.
3302 N. Main Street

AUTHORIZED
DEALER

Anderson, S. C.

ENGINEERING

OPPORTUNITIES

for Seniors and Graduates in
CHEMICAL,

Get
closer
with a
HONDA

MECHANICAL,
ELECTRICAL
and INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING

CAMPUS INTERVIEWS
NOVEMBER 4, 1966
made in advance through
Appointments should be
your College Placement
Office.
An equal opportunity employer
Putting Ideas to Work in
Machinery Chemicals Defense Fibers & Films

*Lee-Prest Leens-now with permanent press
That $75 ski parka hasn't got a thing on $6 Lee-Prest Leesures. Those slacks
have the quality, the look and the long, lean tailoring that go great with anything.
And Lee-Prest Leesures have a new total permanent press that makes ironing a
thing of the past. Shown, Lee-Prest Leens in Bob Cat Twill fabric. Injxiden.
Sand, Pewter and Black. Other Lee-Prest Leesures from $6 to $9.

Lee PReST Leesures
H. 0. Lee Company, Inc., Kansas City. Mo. 64141. ALSO AVAILABLE IN CANADA.

Closer to class. Closer to the fraternity house.
And a lot closer to the opposite sex. Honda
offers you all these advantages plus economy:
price, upkeep and insurance are all irresistably
low. Why not join the crowd?
Free Brochure: Write American Honda Motor Co., Inc.
Department C-4, Box 50, Gardena, California © 1966 AHM
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Tigerama '66 Sparks Homecomm
By RYAN COBB
Tiger Staff Writer
The fun, frolics and fireworks of Tigerama, Clemson University's all-student
variety production, return
to the Clemson campus tonight, October 14, at 6:45
p.m. in Memorial Stadium.
A crowd of 10,000 is expected to be on hand to witness the spectacular.
The tenth annual presentation of the Tigerama pageant, the kick-off event of
Clemstm's gala Homecoming weekend festivities, will
feature skits, variety acts,
South Carolina's largest
fireworks display, a pep
rally, and the crowning of
Miss Clemson University
1966-67.
The activities of Tigerama get under way at
6:45 p.m. with pre-Tigerama, a giant pep rally
with the Clemson cheerleaders and the Tiger Band. The

actual show follows at 7:00
p.m. with the presentation
of eight skits by various
campus organizations. Additional entertainment will
be furnished by a Clemson
student musical group, the
Sentimental Jazzmen, a
coed folk singer, Miss Vicki
Mattis, and the Cow College
Cloggers. Finally there will
be the long-awaited crowning of Miss Clemson University, a Clemson coed selected by a student body
election.
There will be eight skits
in this year's presentation,
featuring some of the best
in college wit and satire, a
feature which has become
characteristic of Clemson's
Tigerama productions.
These comic sketches will be
presented by six local fraternities, Women's Dormitory Number 2, and one of
Clemson's local sororities,
Sigma Beta Chi. The par-

From The President...
WELCOME TO HOMECOMING:
Every Homecoming at Clemson is a special
event. This year's is extra special. We are so glad
you are here to share it.
This Homecoming of 1966, as usual, features
a football game—an important one, Clemson vs.
Duke, which will be regionally televised.
As usual there will be a Tigerama spectacle
and Homecoming displays of student organizations.
As usual—and this is the Dasic reason for
Homecoming—there will be reunions of old friends
on the campus and meetings of alumni organizations.
To all this will be added in 1966 a unique
event — dedication of the beautiful new Robert
Muldrow Cooper Library at 4:30 p.m. Friday.
Please plan to attend this significant ceremony. It
marks a milestone in Clemson's development. James
O. Wynn, Vice President of the Olin Foundation,
one of Clemson's staunchest friends, will be the
speaker.
Whatever your reason for coming to Clemson
this Homecoming weekend, we rejoince that you
are here.
Nothing pleases our campus community more
than to have those who truly love Clemson return
for a visit.
We hope you will inspect the new Library and
other buildings which are transforming Clemson's
physical plant.
We hope you will talk to students, faculty, and
staff and catch their enthusiasm about Clemson's
progress and future.
We hope you will enjoy yourselves so much
that you will return soon and often.
Sincerely yours,

Q^^^^k^
Robert C. Edwards
President

Ten Miss Clemson con- major from Knoxville,
ticipating groups have revealed the topics of their testants were selected from Iowa. Mike was assistant
a field of candidates by a director of Tigerama last
skits as follows:
panel
of judges last week. year.
Sigma Alpha Zeta opens
The show is produced enThe
ten
finalists are Judy
up Tigerama with a bang,
tirely
by the student body,
Florie,
Connie
Gilstrap,
with their presentation of
with
Blue Key National
Cada
Jenkins,
Cheryl
Jenpolitical satire featuring
Honor
Fraternity coordisen,
Marty
Jones,
Ann
Mad-^
Louis XIV of France as
nating
the
efforts. Financial
dox,
Angie
Spearman,
their lead character. Sigma
arrangements
are handled
Sandy
Tarquino,
Shelley
Beta Chi sorority follows
through
the
Office
of StuWhite,
and
Darra
Williamwith their melodrama endent
Affairs.
son.
The
election
of
the
new
titled "A Tiger's Tale",
In commenting on Tigwherein a Clemson cheer- Miss Clemson took place
erama
1966 Bowen said,
yesterday,
as
the
student
leader is stolen by a Duke
"We're
very
excited about
body
voted
for
the
finalist
Demon Devil,
and—of
this
year's
production.
they
preferred.
course—is saved at the last
Preparations
for
the event
minute by a Heroic Tiger.
have
been
underway
for
For a change of pace, the
over
a
month,
and
many
Cow College Cloggers will
hours of hard work have
perform their famous
gone into the writing, tapsophisticated dance—this
ing and presentation of the
will probably prove an eyeskits and unusual groups.
opener to our city-bred
We have two very good emfriends. After the dust has
cees, John Dozier and Bob
settled from the dogger's
performance, Phi Kappa
The fireworks display Knowles, who plan to add
Delta comes forth with a was the climax of the first some new twists to the pronew aspect of entertainment Tigerama in 1957, and it duction. Of course we again
South Carolina's
when it presents a historical still remains the grand fi- have
largest
fireworks display.
skit on the founding and be- nale of each production.
ginning of Clemson.
This year's pyrotechnics With an improved sound
For those with gripes display claims to be bigger system this year, students
against some of our dance and better than ever. It will should enjoy the entertainweekends, the Numeral cost approximately $1,- ment even more. For the
Society skit should be ap- 500. Due to the size and price of only $.49, I don't
pealing. It is a take-off on complexity of the display believe anyone could find
the CDA. Next will be Vicki technicians from Pyro Dis- a better bargain."
Tickets will be on sale in
Mattis as she gives another play Co. of Sebring, Fla.,
the
dining hall today and at
change of pace for the pro- came to Clemson several
the
gate
tonight.
gram with her folk song days in advance to plan
A
true
student production
renditions.
and set it up.
Tigerama
is made possible
Delta Phi Kappa's skit
The heart of Tigerama is
through
the
efforts of many
has our Bashful Baron in a the satirical skits produced
students
including
the foldeep sleep, as he searches and presented by Clemson
lowing:
Mike
Click,
Direcfor three lost spirits of Clem- students. The elaborate, entor;
Dan
Bowen,
Assistant
son—Gentleman, the Clem- tertaining and near-proson Tiger and the Clemson fessional skits are the prod- Director; John Matthew,
Student Body. Girls' Dorm uct of hours of planning Publicity-Personnel DirecNumber 2 provides biting and hard work that begins tor; Tim McNeight, Artistic
humor with their account of soon after the previous Director; Carl Brown,
the founding of Clemson year's production. Finally Technical Director; and Bill
College.
as Homecoming nears a A. Johnson, Physical ArThe newest musical skit is decided upon and the rangements Director.
group on campus, the Sen- organization goes to work
Other Homecoming weektimental Jazzmen, presents on scenery, costumes and end activities will include
a pause from laughter as props. As the time for pres- the crowning of the 1966
they present a sound at entation draws near, tech- Homecoming Queen durClemson. Kappa Delta Chi nical details such as light- ing halftime activities of the
next comes forth with their ing and sound effects are regionally televised Clempresentation of a US O show worked out. Finally comes son-Duke game Saturday
in South Viet Nam, with the rough taping of the skit afternoon.
Viet Cong and Blue Devils and then the final taping.
This year there are 29
everywhere.
The final tape is made
entrants
(pictures on pages
Kappa Sigma Nu closes at WSBF, student radio sta4
and
5)
sponsored by varout the skit program with tion, a process which someious
campus
organizatheir take-off on Batman, times takes up to five hours
tions. Judging for the TAPS
the Ratman of Clemson. to accomplish. The taping
sponsored event is based on
The highlight of Tiger- technique is necessary bebeauty, poise and personama comes as the new Miss cause it is impossible to
ality. This year's judges
Clemson
University is amplify such a program will include H. Neil Gillescrowned by President Rob- so that it could be heard by
pie, Greenville photographert C. Edwards. The new all in Memorial Stadium.
er, and Miss Nancy Moore,
Miss Clemson will succeed
The Director of Tigerama a former Miss South CaroAnde Mitchell.
1966 is Mike Click, a chem- lina.
Climaxing the program ical engineering major
The Queen and her six atwill be a gigantic 20 minute from Gainesville, Ga., and tendants will be presented
fireworks display that has assistant director is Dan on a float designed to repmade Tigerama famous.
Bowen, a civil engineering resent a crown.
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— NINA DULIN was crowned Miss Clemson by Ande Mitchell

— The FORESTRY CLUB won the still display contest

Homecoming '65

— PAT CLYBURN was named Homecoming Queen

— KAPPA DELTA CHI won the moring display contest

WOMEN'S DORMITORY won the Tigerama skit competition

mm

MARLENE MARTIN
Iota Mu Sigma

1{

W^' :

V;:;

SANDRA HULL
Beta Sigma Chi

NANCY MOORE
The Tiger

NANCY McCARLEY
Kappa Sigma Nu

1966 ^o^tecoHUH^

JULIANN MATOLA
Clemson Glee Club

BEVERLY SINGLETARY
4th Regimental Hdq.
Pershing Rifles

VIRGINIA CARROLL
Omicron Zeta Tau

&/

^oniectoHMty,

JUDY FLORIE
Sigma Beta Chi

DOROTHY STERLING
Rifle Club

DIANE DANIEL
Blue Key

GAIL BAKER
Circle K

CLAUDIA LIGHTSEY
Kappa Delta Chi

ANN ELIZABETH BAILEY
Sigma Kappa Epsilon

BOOTSIE HOLLIDAY
Numeral Society

PATSY CARROLL
Beta Thau Sigma

*C€Utty @OHt€At4Ht&

\

\

\ueeti4, 0tMu*

MARTY JONES
Women's Student Association

SANDY TARQUINO
YMCA

CONNIE GILSTRAP
Delta Phi Kappa

LUCY CURRIE MILLS
Young Republicans Club

CAROL STEARNS
Pershing Rifles Co. C-4

HARRIET GADDY
AIIE

DEAN

MARGARET SEAY
ISA
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Recreation Facilities
Offered ByHartwell
By WES THOMPSON
Tiger Staff Writer
Swimming, boating, fishing are just a few of the recreational possibilities that have been made available to
Ciemson students and the people of the southeast by the
building of the Hartwell Dam and its reservoir.
The Hartwell Dam and the reduction of flood damreservoir are located on the ages, for the generation of
upper Savannah River in hydroelectric power, and
Georgia and South Caro- for the provision of recrealina and extends in two tional facilities.
main branches up the TugThe reservoir, in a setting
aloo and Seneca Rivers. of natural beauty, offers
The damsite is seven miles many diverse recreational
below ,the point where the opportunities. The season
Tugaloo and Seneca Rivers is year-round, with the best
meet, approximately seven months from May through
miles east of Hartwell, Ga., September. Visitor attendand 15 miles southwest of ance in 1965 totaled 3,092,Anderson. U. S. Highway 700.
29 provides easy access to
The Ciemson YMCA has
the Hartwell Dam site.
developed a recreation area
The Hartwell project is a for Ciemson students on
multipurpose development Hartwell just off the Seneca
consisting of a concrete Road about a mile from the
dam flanked by earth em- dorms. At the present time,
bankments, a reservoir and the facilities cover about 25
a power plant. Completed acres and include a large
in 1963, a unique feature of sandy beach, playgrounds,
the Hartwell project is the and picnic areas with tables
outdoor power plant which and grills. During the seais the first ever to be de- son, life guards are on duty
signed by the Army Corps daily from 10:00 a.m. to 7
of Engineers.
p.m., and on Sundays from
The reservoir covers 56,- 1:00 p.m. to 7 p.m.
000 acres and has a shoreCentered in this area is a
line of 962 miles. Hartwell U-shaped building which
operates in conjunction contains bath houses, and a
with Clark Hill Project for dance area with a fireplace.

Hartwell Dam
This facility is available for
meetings and parties upon
request.
According to J. R. Cooper, General Secretary of the
Ciemson YMCA, future
plans call for tennis and
volley ball courts, construction of a boat dock and
the addition of a power boat
for skiing. This year, Ciemson University bought two
sailboats for the use of
Ciemson students. Col. D.
R. Franklin, Professor of
Aerospace Studies, is advisor to the newly formed
sailing club.
There are four marinas

located around the reservoir and several state park
areas are in operation. Five
other park areas are expected to be leased for development by June 1967. Also,
there are 126 camping
areas, 353 picnic units and
60 boat launching ramps
existing on the reservoir at
the present time.
The public is permitted to
camp in the developed
areas and designated wilderness areas. The Corps of
Engineers operates nine
tent and trailer areas on the
Hartwell reservoir. A permit is required for camping

for a period longer than
two weeks. Permits and additional information may
be obtained at the Reservoir Management Office, located near the Georgia end
of the dam on U. S. Highway 29.
Reservoir elevations fluctuate considerably and are
influenced to a major degree by the stream flow,
power production demand,
and any regulated release
for stream flow below the
dam. The maximum water
level exceeded only in periods of heavy rainfall, is elevation 660 feet M. S. L.

Swimming
The construction of Hartwell Dam and Reservoir has made
many recreational facilities available to Ciemson students and
people throughout the southeast. The reservoir covers 56.000
acres and has a shoreline of 926 miles. More than 3,092,700
people used the army Corps of Engineers recreational facilities on the reservoir in 1965.

Skiing,
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The Clemson Library - A History
By BENNIE PITMAN
Tiger Staff Writer
The
Robert Muldrow
Cooper Library building
which opened this fall became the third building to
house the Clemson University library.
This ultramodern structure represents the ultimate in quality
and efficiency, but it was the
development and growth of
the two previous libraries
that made its presence possible by starting and continuing the trend for adequate library facilities at
Clemson.
The Clemson University
Library once consisted of
three
adjoining rooms
tucked away in one corner
of
the
Administration
Building—now known as
Tillman Hall. Its "stacks"
held approximately 600
volumes
of "standard"
English
literature and
roughly 300 scientific volumes.
An appropriation of one
thousand dollars was made
soon after the establishment
of the library for the purchase of additional books,
and an equal appropriation was to be set up thereafter until a well-selected
library was obtained.
An inventory sheet from
the year 1896 reveals the
quality of books purchased
by the library—those purchased from the Charles
Scribner's Sons Publishing
Company were two copies
of The Scarlet Letter and
and one of Gulliver's Travels thirty-one cents each,
and three copies of Grimm's
Fairy Tales at forty-eight
cents each.
The first personal contribution made to the library
was by the Honorable Benjamine R. Tillman, former
governor of South Carolina.
Tillman's great interest in
agriculture encouraged his
support in the founding of
Clemson College. Tillman
and Thomas Green Clemson, worked hand-in-hand
until Clemson's death; then
Tillman took over the fight
for Clemson's proposed
college.
In the South Carolina collection, now in a special
room in the R. M. Cooper
Library, the book History
of the South Carolina Military Academy by Thomas
carries the following notation on its fly leaf: "Clemson College Library—presented by B. R. Tillman.

This is the first contribution ture, which, when comto the Library of Clemson pleted, will be fireproof
Agricultural College, May thruout."
1893, P. H. E. Sloan, SecProfessor Rudolph E.
retary and Treasurer."
Lee, head of the drawing
In 1894, just as the lib- division at Clemson was
rary was beginning to grow the architect for the new
and make real progress, building.
disaster struck. The origiOne notable feature of the
nal Administration Build- new library building was
ing was destroyed by fire. the arrangement of book
Many of the library's most shelving, which was patprecious books, including terned after the same arseveral of Thomas Green rangement in use in the
Clemson's personal works, Congressional Library in
were lost in the catastrophe. Washington, D. C.
Construction of a new AdTiers of steel shelving
ministration building be- were designated to be erectgan immediately and soon ed from the ground floor
the library had a home once for three full building
again. A move to replenish floors, these being supplied
the depleted book inventory by a system of slate slabs
began,
and within two that would be fastened to the
years the number of vol- uprights of the shelving at
umes had increased up- any intermediate point.
ward to 2,000 volumes, ex- Thus the actual number of
cluding government bulle- floors could be changed as
tins.
desired and the ordinary
Clemson College was in- three-floored building could
deed struggling to build a
competent library, and the
effort was hindered greatly
by the lack of a librarian.
Books were circulated and
cared for by members of
the Faculty Library Committee, and these committee
members
alternated in
"keeping" the library.

be made five floors in height
or one floor.
When the W. W. Long Agricultural Hall was completed in 1937, the Clemson College Library was
finally given a building of
its own—the building that it
had shared until this time,
the old Agricultural Hall.
Rapid progress in developing the Clemson College Library was made under the leadership of Miss
Cornelia Graham, who accepted the position of librarian in 1932.
One of the most useful innovations made during this
period was the "rental collection" which supplied
more books of popular fiction and non-fiction. Several thousand books were
added by this process.
Government publications
also found a place in the
new library and in 1933 the
Clemson library became a

full government depository
so that every publication
disbtributed by the U. S.
Government was bound
and filed in the library.
During the latter 1930's
the library was growing so
rapidly and demanding so
much attention that a fulltime staff was hired. The
staff
consisted of five
trained librarians, one temporary librarian, a secretary, three part time helpers, and three student assistants.
During the past few years,
under the direction of J. W.
G. Gourlay, Head Librarian, the library's holdings have continued to
grow and now exceed 200,000 volumes. Now with the
greater space and flexibility afforded by the R. M.
Cooper Library, the library can expand until it becomes one of the foremost
in the United States.

A Clemson graduate, C.
M. Furman, became the
first regularly employed
librarian in 1900. He was
followed by Miss Sue Sloan
in 1902 and Miss Lesesne
Lewis in 1903. Miss Katherine Trescott became the
librarian in 1905 and held
the post until 1925, when
Miss M. V. Doggett took the
job.
During her six year term,
Miss Doggett began the tremendous task of re-cataloging the entire library from
the Dewey system to the Library of Congress classification system. This work was
completed 10 years later.
The Clemson College
Library remained in the
Administration
Building
until the interior of the old
Agricultural Building was
completely gutted by fire in
1926. The following year
the building was reconstructed
as a library,
though most of the building
was still occupied by the
School of Agriculture.
Concerning construction
of the building, a 1925 news
story states, "only the
outside walls of the old Agricultural Hall will be
utilized for the new struc

The Robert Muldrow Cooper Library building it the third home of the
Clemson library. Its first location was three cramped rooms in the old
Administration Building (top), and later it shared and finally occupied all
of the old Agricultural Hall (bottom).
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It's Friday — thank goodness
It's cool —
The Sun is smiling
And the crisp leaves frolic
With the playful wind —
It's HOMECOMING.
It's been a long hard week
Of Physics lab
And English quizzes,
Skit practice
And displays,
And Finally —
It's here.

